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EQ CONNECTIONS
An Emotional Intelligence Newsletter by E.I. Assessments

“WITHOUT DATA, YOU'RE JUST ANOTHER PERSON WITH AN OPINION." 

– W. Edwards Deming

Are you a curious person who is known for asking lots of

questions? Do you have a reputation for being objective, fair

and not judgmental? When solving problems, are you known

to have a preference for data versus emotions? Are you

usually able to reference the right information to support

how you are feeling? Answering YES to these questions

might indicate that you would score high in Reality Testing on

the EQ-i 2.0.

 

Every day, business professionals are thrown into challenging

situations requiring immediate attention, focus and decision

making. It is during these times when they rely on their

Reality Testing skill which allows them to appreciate the

emotions associated with an issue but are not driven to 
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solutions solely by their feelings. Individuals who score high in this emotional intelligence skill

have the ability to step back from a situation and ask the types of questions that reveal

relevant information. They really understand the value of the logical and effective work

processes that drive their businesses.

WHAT IS THE SKILL OF REALITY TESTING?

This skill reflects your ability to experience the world around you with a level of curiosity to

ask questions and objectivity to be open to the answers.

WHAT DOES REALITY TESTING LOOK LIKE?

Know how to uncover important data or information

by being engaged in the moment and asking deep,

probing questions

Are able to maintain a balanced perspective of

current circumstances that is not overly positive or

negative

Have an ability to use their imagination but can

distinguish between internal fantasy and external

reality

People who score high in Reality Testing on the EQ-i 2.0:
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REALITY TESTING & ASSERTIVENESS

In order to solve unfamiliar problems outside of SOP’s, you will need to be able to ask

questions and to objectively probe into issues when needed. I have worked with many

people who score very high in Reality Testing, which means they often have a curiosity level

about a problem and really want to ask questions. However, if these same people score

low in Assertiveness, they may often struggle to verbalize or articulate their questions. They

may have the right questions to ask but hold back speaking for many reasons.

 

Who are more likely to speak up and ask questions, men or women?

 

Of the 1,356 group of professionals who completed the EQ-i, I was first looking for a

balance of scores between Reality Test and Assertiveness. I often see this balance of 
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emotional intelligence skills with attorneys I have worked with since they score high in both

of these skills. A good attorney is not afraid to ask the right question.

When I work with clients who have high

Assertiveness and lower Reality Testing,

based on other scores, they will often admit

to moving forward into situations where they

did not have all of their facts. The results

were not always good. 

 

In fact, since these leaders view their

feelings as facts, they tend to make bad

decisions when they are in bad moods. A

leader may have the authority to make

decisions but I have learned power alone

will not guarantee the best solutions.

Do men or women score higher in this

Reality Testing and Assertiveness

balance? It appears that exactly 36%

of this group, 263 women and 229

men, have this balance, which means

when they are curious and have

questions, they will ask them. Like

attorneys, they have learned to use

their external voice to inquire,

request and challenge. 

I have found that people who score high in Reality Testing often have plenty of questions

they want to ask. When reviewing the EQ-I data for this professional group, 39% of

participants had a higher level of Reality Testing and lower Assertiveness. These

professionals, 306 women or 23% and 233 men or 16%, are inquisitive, curious and have

questions but, if the environment is not right, they will not ask them. Notice that some

women have strong opinions and thoughts but may not feel comfortable expressing them.

Of this group of 1,356 professionals, 25% of them, 153 women or 12% and 182 men or 13%,

scored higher in Assertiveness than Reality Testing. For some people in this group, their
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LOW REALITY TESTING & THE SALESMAN

In order for me to offer suggestions to help, Tony took an EQ-i that indicated that while his

Emotional Self-Awareness, Empathy and Interpersonal Relationships were all high, his

Reality Testing was his lowest score. He asked me, “Does that mean I’ve lost touch with

reality?” I assured Tony he had a firm grip on reality. Then, I asked him to describe his sales

strategy with clients.

 

Tony said that most of his business was conducted over meals where he discussed sports,

family, vacations and hobbies with his clients. He was known for having great personal

relationships with his clients. However, I believed he was missing an opportunity to add

strategic value to his discussions. His approach was to get them relaxed, talk about

personal experiences, have a good meal and hope they will sign a contract for renewing

the business. Tony is an admitted schmoozer.
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tendency will be to lead and make decisions based on their feelings. When they do

consider facts, it will be only those that support their feelings. Any facts not fitting their

emotional or mental model will be rejected.

 

In summary, women can be more inquisitive and have more thought provoking questions

than men. However, since they may not always feel comfortable asking them, leaders need

to be more conscious about creating environments where questions are welcome. Based

on my experience, very few organizations have built these environments.

Tony is an Advertising Sales Manager

who has been working for the same

media company for the past 20 years.

Over time, as the media world has

changed, he has seen the magazine

advertising he developed slowly move

to the web. Tony had recently received

feedback from his manager that his

approach to working with new clients

had become predictable and stale. His

manager believed his style was related

to a lack of increased business. 
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I told Tony my analysis of his EQ-i scores was that he was a high-caliber salesperson but his

low Reality Testing indicated he is not curious enough about his client’s businesses. I

pointed out he was strong in building connections but that his clients probably wanted him

to ask more strategic questions. Tony knew his own reality but not his clients’. He needed to

be more curious and use his Empathy. We talked about him taking on a more consultative

selling style. Tony needed to start asking more “high gain” questions. Those are the

questions which get clients to think more strategically about their business.

 

Tony was very interested and wanted to know what questions he should ask. I referred him

to Dr. Vijay Govindarajan's book, The Three Box Solution.
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I have had the pleasure of listening to Dr. Govindarajan speak on several occasions and

recall that his most important point is “strategy is innovation.” In order to innovate, you have

to be very willing to ask honest, objective questions about your business 5 years from now

and to deeply listen to the answers.

 

Regardless of the industry you are in, I have heard him ask executive audiences to

continually ask themselves these three questions. You should ask yourself these questions. If 

STRATEGIC REALITY: THE THREE QUESTIONS
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What technology can fundamentally change or effect what you are doing today?

Who are individuals that are not clients today but who can be clients in the future?

Where are there no competitors today but there can be competitors tomorrow?

you are a leader, then you should ask them regularly and throughout all levels of your

organization.

 

 

These questions are about your business or profession and its ability to focus on and be

realistic about the future.

 

Tony used these questions to build upon his social connections and sales discussions with

clients. Also, twice a week he now has coffee with younger members of the sales team to

better understand how they were using technology with their clients. The reality is that Tony

needs to keep up with the new media technologies to better engage his clients. He also

scored low in Self Regard which might mean he could have self-doubts. So, he needs to

push himself to learn.
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This quote from John Lennon reflects the

capacity of the human psyche to fill in gaps

of any story with our assumptions, biases, and

theories. In situations where we don’t have

the facts, most of us can easily fill in the

blanks and let our imaginations run wild.

Many people are quickly attracted to the

emotional side of an issue and automatically

respond to their feelings.

 

In business, filling information gaps with gossip, rumors and opinions can create all types of

distractions that hurt performance within an organization. Next time work place hearsay

gets out of hand, you should be skeptical of the source and manage your own mode by

staying positive. The remedy is to ask questions of a reliable source.

“REALITY LEAVES A LOT TO THE IMAGINATION.”
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NEXT ISSUE:

Issue # 13 Impulse Control: The Learning Line
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While Dr. Govindaraja will use business history and

examples to illustrate his Three Box thinking theory, I

believe the way he thinks about approaching the

future can also help a person develop his or her career

path.

 

The three questions for you to think about are:

 

What amount of time do you spend daily MANAGING

THE PRESENT? This question is all about your ability to

manage your workload while managing stress.

 

What amount of time do you spend daily ACTIVELY

BUILDING YOUR FUTURE? This question is about

developing your skills and gaining knowledge to be

ready for future opportunities?

What amount of time do you spend daily SELECTIVELY FORGETTING THE PAST? This

question is about letting go of those things you can no longer do or want to do since they

will not support your future.

THE ESSENCE OF THREE BOX THINKING

“REALITY IS MERELY AN ILLUSION, ALBEIT A VERY PERSISTENT ONE." 

– Albert Einstein
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